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Any work carried out to buildings for which a grant is being sought from the THI scheme will need to 
be carried out using materials and workmanship in accordance with good conservation practice.  
This booklet sets out the standard speci�cation requirements that grant recipients will be expected to 
adhere to.

Generally, roof works should be of a comprehensive nature and any necessary associated repairs 
(to the roof structure, chimneys, leadwork or rainwater goods, for example) should be undertaken 
at the same time.
Details of any new roof windows or skylights, roof vents, �ue terminals, soil and vent pipes, aerials 
or solar panels should be approved before work starts.

Normally, where large-scale repairs are to be carried out to a roof that has been previously been 
recovered in an inappropriate material such as concrete tiles, the roof should be recovered in a 
material matching the original covering such as slate or clay tile, if known, or else an appropriate 
approved alternative.
Detailing generally should be reinstated carefully to the original form, particularly at eaves, ridges and 
verges. Existing ridge and hip tiles should be retained and re-set where possible, or should be replaced 
to match the existing, particularly if of a decorative pattern. Pointing to the ridge and hip tiles, verges, 
etc. should be neatly done in a gauged mortar no stronger than 1:1:6 (cement:lime:sand) mix.
New lead �ashings should be provided at all abutments and chimneys or tiled �llets where these were 
used previously. On tiled roofs, tile-�llets should be provided where these existed originally. Cement 
�llets alone are not acceptable. The mortar for pointing �ashings in should be as set out below in 
Stonework Repointing.
Leadwork generally should be checked and renewed or repaired as necessary. Where the roof has lead 
ridges or hips, these should be re-laid in new lead generally in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Lead Sheet Association but normally of a minimum weight of Code 7.
Provision should be made for ventilating the roof space(s) by an agreed method unless breather 
membranes are used in which case the manufacturer’s details in respect of installation should be 
followed.
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Re-slating should be carried out re-using sound existing slates and/or new natural slates to match 
the existing , �xed with copper nails to battens which have been �xed with stainless steel nails - 
reclaimed and new materials should not, however, be mixed together on the same pitch. The slates 
should be of British origin (normally Welsh) and appropriate to the area. Care should be taken to 
match the colours as closely as possible. Where the original slate is known, this should be used where 
available or else an approved alternative.
The thickness of the slates should match those of the original. Slates should be laid in courses to match 
the existing, and detailing generally should be reinstated carefully to the original form, particularly at 
eaves, ridges and verges. After delivery, slates should be selected into 3 ranges of thickness with the 
thickest being used at the bottom. Where the roofs are likely to su�er higher than average levels of 
exposure, the slate should be clipped as well as nailed. Existing ridge and hip tiles or slates should be 
retained and re-set where possible or should be replaced in slate, clay or stone to match the existing 
as appropriate. Verges, ridge and hip tiles, etc. should be pointed neatly in gauged mortar, no stronger 
than 1:1:6 (cement:lime:sand) mix. 

Re-tiling should be carried out re-using sound 
existing clay tiles, plus additional matching new 
tiles as required, �xed with copper nails (or hung 
on wooden or aluminium pegs in the case of peg 
tiles) to battens which have been �xed with 
stainless steel nails - reclaimed and new materials 
should not, however, be mixed together on the 
same pitch. New tiles should be of natural clay to 
match the existing in type, colour and texture 
(hand-made plain tiles, or pantiles, for example) 
as closely as possible and laid in similar courses. 
The colour of the tiles should match that of the 
originals before they became weathered.

Chimneys requiring repair should be reinstated 
or re-built accurately to the original height and 
pro�le in materials to match the existing (stone, 
brick or rendered masonry as appropriate). 
Where rebuilding is to be carried out a record 
drawing should be prepared and approved before 
taking down is commenced. Repointing or 
rebuilding should be carried out as described 
separately. Original details, including the original 
style of chimney pots, should be reinstated.
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All leadwork should be checked for faults such as splitting and buckling and where it is failing it 
should be replaced. All �ashings, soakers, cappings, roof coverings, valley and gutter linings and other 
weatherings should be in lead to the weights and details described in the Lead Sheet Manual plus the 
latest addendum. Generally, �at roof coverings and lead gutters should be lined with lead of a 
minimum weight of Code 7. Unless otherwise agreed, �at roof coverings, including to internal wells 
and dormer windows, should also be in lead. Appropriate provision should be made for ventilation 
below the lead, particularly where thermal conditions are likely to change, e.g. where insulation or a 
new heating system has been installed. Measures should be taken to limit the risk of underside lead 
corrosion. In this respect, timber plain-edged boarding should be used under sheet lead and CCA 
preservative should not be used to treat this (other preservatives such as organic solvents may be 
acceptable). Plywood should not be used under lead sheet. Lead should be laid on building paper and 
the underside of the sheets should be treated with chalk slurry.

Generally, any new or replacement rainwater goods required should be made of cast iron to the 
original pattern. Gutters and downpipes etc. originally of a di�erent material, such as lead, stone or 
timber, should be replaced accordingly, unless otherwise agreed. Appropriately designed new 
overshoots and weirs detailed to discharge water clear of hoppers and catch-pits, should these 
become blocked, can also be grant-eligible.
Cast iron rainwater goods should be painted before �xing with a minimum of 2 undercoats and 
1 gloss coat taking care to ensure the rear surfaces receive the full speci�cation.

Repairs to structural timber should be made by splicing in sound replacement timber of similar 
scantling and species wherever possible, retaining all existing timber of historic value. Where the 
structural timber is softwood, replacement timber should be stress-graded to the appropriate grade 
and should be preservative-treated.
In the case of oak framing, replacement timber should be new green oak (e.g. for new elements) or 
kiln-dried oak (e.g. for face patching and similar small repairs) - second-hand material should not be 
used. No surface treatment should be applied to exposed new oak frame elements. Specialist advice 
should be sought concerning any existing timber carrying decoration likely to be of historic 
importance.
A detailed speci�cation and drawings should be approved for the repair or reinstatement of a 
timber-framed building or historic roof structure before any work is undertaken and it is expected that 
these will be based on a careful and comprehensive survey of the existing structure.
Any mechanical repair methods proposed to structural timbers should be approved as should the 
overall structural proposals.
Large sections of timber required for replacement should not be formed by laminating smaller 
sections.
Generally in situ resin repairs to structural timbers are not acceptable and it is important to maintain 
�exibility at joints in order to allow for some movement in the frame. Shakes in structural timbers 
should not be �lled for cosmetic reasons.
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All in�ll panels of historic interest (e.g. wattle and daub) should be retained wherever possible - 
the form and detailing of any new in�ll panels required should be agreed. If previously covered by 
lime render, repairied timber framing generally should be re-rendered and not exposed.

Repairs to stonework should be carried out in natural stone to match the existing in both colour and 
texture, obtained, where possible, from the same quarry as the original and a detailed speci�cation 
for this must be agreed before work starts. Generally, stone which has lost its structural integrity or is 
badly decayed should be carefully cut out and matching replacement stone pieced in. Replacement 
stone should be cut to the full dimensions of the existing block unless otherwise agreed and face 
patches should never be less than 100mm deep. Samples of any new stone to be used should be 
approved - the face of new stone should be tooled to match the original unweathered �nish and all 
saw marks should be removed. Stone should always be laid on its natural bed except where good 
practice requires otherwise, e.g. copings. New stonework should be laid to match the existing wall 
(e.g. as ashlar work, or coursed squared rubble). All replacement stone details should be cut accurately 
to the original pattern and pro�le - this is particularly important for cornices, mullions, hood moulds 
and other architectural features. Where the existing stone is badly eroded replacement details should 
be agreed before work starts. Dressing o� should be limited to the removal of dangerous or loose 
material and should be carried out with a bristle brush - chisels, particularly claw chisels, should 
never be used.
Areas of unsound stone work should be carefully rebuilt as agreed, reusing as much of the existing 
stone as possible. Unless otherwise approved, plastic repairs to stonework are not acceptable except 
for small areas which should be agreed with the THI Project O�cer. Rebuilding of stonework should 
be carried out with a lime mortar.

Stonework should be re-pointed or bedded in an appropriate lime mortar mix. Putty lime should be 
slaked direct from quicklime and not prepared from hydrated lime powder. It should be well matured. 
Natural hydraulic lime would also be acceptable. Sand should be washed well-graded sharp sand with 
maximum aggregate size not usually more than a third the width of the joint. Normally a 1:3 mix 
should be used but this may need to be adjusted to take account of the aggregate and applicants are 
advised to seek the advice of the manufacturers in respect of this. The colour of the new mortar, which 
should match the original mortar before weathering, should be provided by the use of an appropriate 
sand. Normal proprietary colouring pigments will not be acceptable.
Joints should be carefully raked out manually to a depth of at least 25mm and up to 40mm, 
depending upon the width of the joint and �ushed out with clean water. Cutting out of existing 
mortar with mechanical discs is not acceptable and could prejudice grant-aid to other eligible work. 
The joints should be solidly �lled with new mortar as far back as possible between the stones and 
�nished �ush, then tamped with a bristle brush to expose both the aggregate and the edges of the 
adjacent stone. Joints should on no account be struck or �nished proud of the masonry face to form 
strap or ribbon pointing, or feathered over the edge of eroded blocks.
Where the existing stone is generally eroded, the face of the mortar should be kept back to the point 
at which the joint remains the original width. Re-pointing should not increase the width of the 
original joints.
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Decayed or damaged bricks should be cut out and carefully replaced with sound bricks to match the 
existing in colour, type and texture. Where structurally necessary, agreed areas of unsound brickwork 
should be carefully rebuilt reusing the existing bricks where possible. Samples of new bricks should be 
submitted and approved before work starts.
Unless otherwise agreed, resin-based in-situ plastic repairs to brickwork are not acceptable.

Re-pointing of external brickwork should be kept to the absolute minimum structurally necessary and 
comprehensive re-pointing for cosmetic reasons is not acceptable. Care should be taken to �nish the 
joints to match the surroundings work and the width of the original joints should not be increased.
Re-pointing and any necessary rebuilding of existing brickwork should be carried out in an 
inappropriate lime mortar as set out above under stonework re-pointing. Unless the building can be 
shown to have originally been built with a Portland-based cement mortar, only lime mortars may 
be used for pointing. 
The joints should be carefully raked out manually to a depth of at least 18-25mm (3/4” to 1”), 
depending upon the width of the of the joints, �ushed out with clean water and the new mortar 
pressed well in. Cutting out of existing mortar with a mechanical disc is not acceptable and will 
prejudice grant-aid to other eligible work.
The joints should be �nished to match the original or existing joints (e.g. lined-out or tuck pointed) or, 
unless otherwise agreed, �nished �ush (not struck or raised), neatly and cleanly, with the mortar 
brushed back as described under stonework re-pointing to expose the edges of the adjacent bricks.
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Mortar for re-pointing should be coloured by the use of an appropriate sand to match the original 
joints before weathering. Normally, proprietary coloured mixes or colouring additives will not be 
acceptable.
Gauged brick arches should be pointed with putty lime - silver sand mix (1:1). Joints should be raked 
out with a hack-saw blade and specially made pointing irons the width of the joints should be 
prepared. The brick on either side should be protected by grease-proof paper or masking tape.

Any external cleaning of brickwork or stonework, if agreed to be appropriate (see Guide to Eligible 
Works booklet) should be carried out to an approved detailed speci�cation. Acceptable techniques 
will include cleaning by low pressure water washing, assisted by bristle brushing and, in certain 
circumstances, some proprietary chemical cleaning systems appropriate to the surface and applied 
strictly in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions may be acceptable. Hydro�uoric acid 
cleaning systems are not acceptable as they work by dissolving the surface of brick and stone. Certain 
cleaning systems are now on the market that use soft abrasives - with air and water together - that 
will not damage the surface. Also steam cleaning systems are available and can be very useful when 
removing algae. These systems may be acceptable but advice should be sought. In any cleaning, test 
areas will be required for approval before any general cleaning is undertaken to establish the level of 
cleaning to be carried out. If the tests show that cleaning will damage the fabric, general cleaning will 
not be permitted. Cleaning should always be undertaken by specialist conservation contractors. No 
abrasive or high-pressure cleaning techniques should be used, particularly unregulated grit or sand 
blasting. Cleaned surfaces should not be treated with any form of sealant or silicone water repellent. 
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Re-rendering and rendering repairs generally should be carried out in a mix similar to that of the 
original. Where there is a lime render, the mix will generally be 1:3. Where the original render was 
cement-based, it should normally contain a proportion of lime and should be no stronger than 1:1:6 
(cement:lime:sand) - a weaker mix of 1:2:9 or 1:3 lime:sand may be appropriate on a soft background, 
or unexposed positions. The sands should be chosen to match the texture of the original. Where the 
original render is not painted, great care should be taken to match the colour of the original by 
selecting the correct colour sands and careful adjustment of the mix. Sample areas will be required for 
approval. 
New rendering should be applied in 3 coats and no metal beads or stops should be used externally; 
arises and angles should be formed in the traditional manner. Cracks in existing render should be cut 
back to the masonry face and the surrounding render undercut to provide a key.
Cornices, window surrounds and other mouldings should be re-run in situ with a template in the 
traditional manner to the full original pro�le and accurately formed - mouldings should be copied 
from an undamaged existing section cleaned of all paint. Other decorative features should be 
reinstated carefully to the original pattern. It is important for all existing features requiring repair to 
be recorded by photographs, drawings and templates, if necessary, before work starts. Coursing 
(or blocking) lines should be reinstated in areas of new render, where appropriate.
Subsequent redecoration of rendered areas should be with traditional lime wash or mineral pigments 
where appropriate - otherwise, with a smooth, water-permeable masonry paint system. Textured or 
impermeable sprayed coatings are not acceptable. The proposed colour scheme for redecoration 
should be agreed. 

Rendering



Existing windows and/or external doors should be 
retained and carefully repaired wherever possible. 
It is important to retain and repair surviving early 
windows. If replacement is unavoidable then the 
new windows should be accurate replicas to the 
original design, in both pattern and detail.
Timber sections, especially mouldings, should be 
to the original pro�le. This is of particular 
importance for glazing bars and meeting rails to 
horizontal sashes. Double-hung sliding sashes 
should be without horns (unless the original 
sashes were to this pattern) and should be hung 
on chords with weights. Spring balances for 
sashes are not acceptable.
Detailed drawings of new and replacement 
external joinery are required for approval before 
manufacture. Elevations should be at a scale of 
1:20 and detailed sections should be prepared at a 
scale of 1:5 through all heads, cills, jambs and 
mullions and should show �xing into the 
surrounding wall surfaces. Details of glazing bars 
and other mouldings should be drawn at full size. 
When an architecturally signi�cant building is 
concerned a sample window for approval may be 
required.
New joinery components and repairs should be made of a good quality joinery softwood from a 
well-managed source approved by the Forestry Commission, for example, larch, western red cedar, 
Douglas Fir or British Columbian Pine. Plywood and MDF are not acceptable. New timber should be 
preservative treated after manufacture.
Existing old, especially crown, glass should be retained and re-used in new windows as replacement 
with modern �oat glass will always adversely 
a�ect the appearance. Where original glass is to 
be re-used in replacement components, putty 
lamps should be used to take it out. New door and 
window furniture should be to the original pattern.
Care should be taken to select a good quality paint 
system that will adhere well to the new and 
existing timber and will be �exible. Acrylic primers 
and normal alkyd paints will not be acceptable 
and their use could prejudice the grant. Stains will 
not be acceptable.
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Decorative ironwork, such as balconies, canopies or railings, should be carefully repaired or, if 
absolutely necessary. reinstated accurately to the original pattern and detail in a similar material 
(unless otherwise agreed). Existing decorative ironwork requiring repair or replacement should be 
recorded by photographs or drawings before work starts and the existing paint �nish analysed to 
determine the original colour scheme. Drawings for any new/replacement ironwork will be required 
for approval.
New or repaired ironwork should be painted with a gloss paint system to the original colour scheme. 
Any alternative colour scheme proposed should be agreed.

Boundary walls, fences and gates should be repaired to match the existing or reinstated to the original 
design. The installation and design of any such new elements must be approved.
External paving should be in appropriate natural materials, such as York Stone or granite setts, to 
match the existing where relevant and/or laid in the traditional manner.
A detailed scheme for any external landscaping proposed including any planting, lighting, signage 
and street furniture should be submitted for approval. 

Where unusual features or materials special to the building or area exist, or are required, 
the speci�cation for their repair or reinstatement should be agreed.

For more detailed guidance on repair techniques see English Heritage’s publications and guidance 
notes produced by the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB)

THE APPLICANT, OR THE APPLICANT’S AGENT, SHOULD MAKE SURE THAT THESE CONDITIONS 
ARE DRAWN TO THE ATTENTION OF THE CONTRACTOR(S) WHO WILL CARRY OUT THE WORK

    For further details of the 
    Bromsgrove Townscape Heritage Initiative 
    please contact 
    Isabel Roberts, THI Project O�cer 
    Planning and Regeneration 
    Bromsgrove District Council, Redditch Town Hall
    Walter Stranz Square, Redditch
    Worcestershire B98 8AH.
    Tel: 01527 881603 
    E-mail: isabel.roberts@bromsgroveandredditch.gov.uk
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For more information please contact:
 Isabel Roberts, THI Project O�cer 
 Planning and Regeneration 
 Bromsgrove District Council, Redditch Town Hall
 Walter Stranz Square, Redditch
 Worcestershire B98 8AH.
 Telephone: 01527 881603
 E-mail: isabel.roberts@
  bromsgroveandredditch.gov.uk
 Website: www.bromsgrove.gov.uk

If you need this information
in another language or format, please

contact us to discuss how we can
best meet your needs

Telehone: 01527 548284
Email:

equalities@bromsgroveandredditch.gov.uk




